
Our most value-packed pontoon, loaded with many
features and creature comforts.

Q-Series LE 19 Cruise •  Q-Series LE 19 Lounge •  Q-Series LE 21 Lounge

Q-SERIES LE



We do things a little differently.

Is Legend Canadian?

Yes. We are a Canadian company. We live and play

where you do. We understand boating in the unique

Canadian wilderness. It's different here, and that's why

each and every model is designed by Canadians and

built for Canadians. From thicker aluminum to full

stand-up tops, we make sure that Mother Nature is no

match for your Legend.

Are Legend boats built in Canada?

Yes and No. Our product developers seek out quality

manufacturers throughout North America who can

produce in the most cost effective way. By

outsourcing component manufacturing and then

performing all final assembly, sales, service, and

warranty right here in Canada, we ensure that the end

product is fit for the Great Canadian outdoors.

Are the printed catalogue prices MSRP?

No. The printed price is our hassle-free, lowest price.

We provide it up front, so there’s no need for

uncomfortable negotiations. To top it off, aside from a

small variance in freight, our low prices are the same

across Canada. Now you can make an informed, easy,

and no-pressure decision in the comfort of your own

home.

It seems like everyone’s warranty is pretty

much the same. Is that the case?

Well, at first glance it appears that most companies

are offering some sort of lifetime warranty, and it’s

easy to assume that all warranties are the same, but

the devil is in the details. By details, we’re talking

about the fine print. Our WOWranty combined with

our Lifetime hull warranties give you the absolute

best warranty coverage, bar none. Not only do we

cover more stuff for longer, but the best part is that

everything is taken care of right here in Canada.

Someone told me Legend boats are

underpowered. Is that true?

No. You can actually power your boat with the engine

of your choice. Each Legend boat model is designed

and packaged with a Mercury motor large enough to

get you and a friend on the water to experience the

boating lifestyle with minimal investment. We

understand that everyone’s boating needs are

different, and that the packaged motor may not suit

your needs. That's why we make it easy to choose the

perfect Mercury outboard to power all of your on-

water activities. So, whether you want to troll all day,

bring the kids tubing, cruise with your family or pull

two water skiers, we'll help you select the engine

that's just right.

Why do you only package your boats with

Mercury outboards?

We partner exclusively with Mercury because of their

proven quality, value, reliability, service and

features. With the large number of clients we help

onto the water each year in Canada, other outboard

manufacturers would love us to package with their

brand. Mercury appreciates our business so much,

they offer us exclusive savings that we simply pass on

to you. That's how we package with the oldest,

largest, number one outboard engine brand at such

an incredible price. On top of a great price, by

purchasing a complete custom package you'll enjoy

consistent performance and one-location servicing.

We give you the most standard equipment

We’ve outfitted our boats with more equipment for

less. Things that you would have to pay thousands

of dollars extra for with other brands are simply part

of our value-packed models. Many of our Legend

packages have standard features like Dura-deck vinyl

floors, automatic bilge pumps, and a bunch of other

great stuff that is optional in other brands. When it

comes to value, we’re proud to say that nobody

compares. We have more equipment for less than any

other brand!

You claim your quality is good but your

prices are low. How is that possible?

You get what you pay for right? Well in most cases,

yes. But at Legend, we never sacrifice quality in order

to reduce cost. Our use of quality brand name

products in our packages such as Shoreland’r trailers,

Minn Kota trolling motors and Mercury outboards -

the largest brands in boating - speak for themselves.

To keep prices low, we build fewer models in higher

volumes and package each model with the same

popular features. By purchasing thousands of each

component, such as full stand-up tops, fish finders

and GPS', we can offer you unbelievably high quality

at incredibly low prices. That’s how we do it.

Why doesn’t everyone put pricing in their

catalogues?

That’s a great question. We don’t know. It could be

because it takes a lot more work and effort to include

all of the details required when you're sharing a price.

Or, perhaps nobody else does it because they have

something to hide. But we’re only guessing. All we

know is that we're so confident that we offer the

absolute best value in Canada that we publish our

complete, hassle-free, all-In pricing for all to see.

You can find our prices in our full line brochure, on our

extensive website and in all of our advertisements. We

even print the pricing of our most popular options so

you can "build" your own Legend. Nothing is hidden

and it's all in Canadian dollars. We've done the work

for you and given you our lowest price right up front.
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Are You All-In?
CANADA'S ONLY FULLY-PRICED CATALOGUE

In a world where we are bombarded with fees, surcharges and extras, wouldn’t it be nice if

a company would just tell us what it’s going to cost up front? Legend Boats is that

company. Our prices are All-In!

That’s right! No administration fees. No hidden freight fees. No rigging fees. Since 1987, our

customers have enjoyed having our package pricing at their fingertips so they could figure

out what their perfect Legend boat was going to cost right down to the penny. Now, there’s

no more figuring out. With one simple up-front price, you choose your motor and any options

you want, then simply add the taxes. We would have gotten rid of those too but we thought it

may have been frowned upon. It really couldn’t get any more simple, open, honest or

transparent, and we feel that you will appreciate our All-In Pricing. Using your mobile phone

camera simply scan the specific QR code of the model of your choice to access all available

pricing.

*We only print one version of our catalogue for all of Canada. Customers outside of Ontario and

Quebec will have a small fee for freight. For details, visit us at legendboats.com for your local, ALL-IN,

No-Fee Price including current promotions.
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Let us help you choose the

Mercury motor that's right

for you!

1
Each pontoon boat shows a list of motor choices with

pricing and weekly payments.

2
We've highlighted the most popular engines on each

model to make your motor choice easy.

3
Choose the motor that gives you the efficiency you want

or the speed desired for the activities you plan to enjoy.

CHOOSE YOUR POWER

Upgrade from a 90 ELPT 4-Stroke to a: Per Week

90 ELPT CT 4-Stroke +$599 +$1

115 ELPT Pro XS CT +$3,899 +$7

150L 4-Stroke +$8,399 +$15



Lifetime Limited Transferable

Structural Warranty.
Exclusive to Q-Series LE, Q-Series and V-Series

Lifetime Warranty Includes:

Pontoons, crossbeams, seat frames, motor

mounts, wood decking and rail structure.

10 Year Limited* Transferable Bow to Stern

warranty on all other components on your

boat.

For more details, visit

www.legendboats.com/wowranty

Q-Series LE, Q-Series

And V-Series
Construction
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Suspension Seating

This unique suspension seating is made up of a multi-directional

stretch substructure backing, an added adhesive layer, followed by

a heavy marine grade vinyl making up for a 50-ounce total vinyl

covering, giving your passengers a smoother ride every time.

EZ-Flow Ventilation

The aluminum seat frames have external and internal air flow that

dries out the seat compartments while underway or at the dock.

Thick Lifetime Decking

A thicker floor means a stronger pontoon. With 7 layers, each

individually treated, we can offer a Lifetime Warranty against

rotting. Each seam is sealed with LockOut sealing adhesive and is

lined up over a cross member for exceptional dryness.

Thick 40 Gauge Quiet and Raised Fences

All thick .40 gauge fence panels are installed with anti-vibration

foam to keep them quiet. They are installed with 3/8” risers to

provide water runoff and exceptional ventilation.

EZ-Drain Tubes

Each section of the tubes are connected to one another by a small

channel that allows any condensation to drain completely to the

back of the tube and out of our Sure-Lock threaded drain plug.

Triple-Protected Tube Design

Our pontoons are divided into three separate compartments and

sealed, making them air tight even in the event of a puncture. If the

air can’t get out, water can’t get in.

Stainless Steel Fasteners

Stainless steel fasteners are used to attach the decking to the

substructure. These provide a far stronger hold than pop rivets for

years of problem free boating.

Wave-Slicing Wide Nose Cones

The wide nose cones deflect spray keeping you dry on the water,

while the lifting fins provide the ultimate performance for a smooth

ride every time.

Robust Construction

This solid frame construction includes a double bolted transom,

double solid full risers that are all connected together with double

bolted .190 U-bar crossbeams on 2 tube pontoon models or .125

Hat channel crossbeams on 3 Tube pontoon models. We use .250

gauge U-bars at the bow and stern for unbeatable strength.

Thick Side Protector Keel (3-Tube Models Only)

Our thick side protector keels on the nose cones provide great

protection against accidental side impacts at the dock.



PREMIUM CONSOLE, VALUE

PRICED

The first thing you might expect on a

value-priced pontoon boat is for it to

have as few features as possible. Not so

with the Q-Series LE. Every one of these

pontoon boat consoles come loaded with

features.

AMPLE SEATING AND

STORAGE

You’ll find ample seating and storage

across this entire line of pontoon boats.

Nearly every bench conceals a cavern of

storage space.

LOTS OF SPACE AT THE BACK

The seating and storage options continue

at the back of every Q-Series LE model.

CAPTAIN’S CHAIR

The Q-Series LE’s captain’s chair swivels

360° and can slide forwards or back to

your comfort zone. The cushions are

supremely comfortable. And the material

is easy to wipe down and keep clean.

INTEGRATED CHANGEROOM

Change in and out of your swimwear in

the convenient pop-up changeroom.

ALUMINUM BOARDING

LADDER

The oversized boarding ladder is perfect

for easily getting in and out of the water.

WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED

Legend ProTech
Canvas Warranty

.090 Gauge
Pontoon Tubes

Lifetime
Tube, Deck and Transom Warranty

10-Year
WOWranty+
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TWO-TUBE PERFORMANCE PACKAGE

Two-tube pontoons can be run with minimal

horsepower, while providing the stability and

maneuverability which makes them great for cruising,

fishing and a comfortable day out on the water.

CHOOSE YOUR POWER

Upgrade from a 25 ELPT 4-Stroke

SPECIFICATIONS

Overall Length 19’5” Beam 96”

Maximum Horsepower 90

Deck Length 18’0” Pontoon Length 19’0”

Pontoon Diameter 25”

Maximum Capacity 1750 lbs Weight 1650 lbs

Fuel Capacity 95 L

Maximum Persons 9

*We only print one version of our catalogue for all of Canada. Customers outside of Ontario and Quebec will have a small fee for freight. For details, visit us at legendboats.com for your local, ALL-IN, No-Fee Price including current promotions.
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19 CRUISE
With Mercury 25 ELPT 4-Stroke

ALL-IN

PRICE

NO EXTRA FEES*

85
Per Week

40,999

Q-SERIES LE

$
*

$ *

Per Week

40 ELPT CT 4-Stroke +$4,899 +$10

60 ELPT 4-Stroke CT +$7,899 +$16
Most

Popular

90 ELPT 4-Stroke +$10,399 +$22



TAKE A CLOSER LOOK
These details are what make the Legend Difference

Sit up to 3 people around this L-

shaped dinette for drinks and

snacks.

Two front lounging seats allow

for two to lay back and take in

the sun together.

Motor gauges, Bluetooth stereo,

and touchscreen GPS depth/fish

finder.

Swivel seat rotates 360º, slides

forwards and back, helping you

to find your sweet spot.

Oversized aluminum boarding

ladder makes getting in and out

of the water that much easier.

Discover an enormous amount

of storage space under every

couch.

PREFERRED EQUIPMENT PACKAGE
These features are typically optional on most comparable models, but come

standard for you to enjoy on the 19 CRUISE.

VALUE:

SOFT TOUCH EZ CLEAN RIPTIDE VINYL FLOORING $1,699

GARMIN ECHOMAP 7” GPS W/ CANADA LAKEVÜ G3 MAPPING $1,299

REMOVABLE TINTED WINDSCREEN $699

INTERIOR COURTESY LIGHT(S) $299

12 VOLT POWER OUTLET $139

Total Value: $7,291. For a Limited Time...You Pay: $0.

CAPTAIN'S SPORT LOW BACK CHAIR $1,299

FUSION BLUETOOTH AM/FM STEREO W/ AUX INPUT AND 4 SPEAKER $999

TILT STEERING $599

DRIVER’S SEAT SLIDER $259

STANDARD FEATURES - ALWAYS INCLUDED

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

• Extra-large bimini top w/ 1 1/4” anodized aluminum

frame

• Interior courtesy light

• Removable oval table w/ integrated drink holders

• Navigational and bimini-mounted anchor lights

• 4 deck-mounted mooring cleats

• Integrated fuel tank - 95 L

• Soft touch ez-clean riptide vinyl flooring

DECKS AND STORAGE

• 10 drink holders

SEATING

• Captain's sport low-back chair

• Comfy L-shaped couch

• Two front couches for comfy lounging

• Aluminum framed furniture bases with plenty of storage

CONSOLE

• Roto dash w/ chrome-bezeled gauges

• Ez-reset circuit breakers

• Horn

• Illuminated gauges

• Rotomold console

CONSTRUCTION

• Large 25" diameter .090 gauge pontoon tubes

• Full-length protective extruded keels on tubes

• 4 deck-mounted lift and mooring cleats

• 8’ beam

• Individually treated 3/4" 7-ply marine-grade plywood

• Through-bolted floor fasteners and double-sealed seams

• 1 1/4” raised aluminum fence rails w/ 3/8” risers

• 3 gates w/ posi-lock latches

• Ez-access rear gate

• Anti-vibration foam-backed quiet fencing

• Performance-enhancing all-aluminum v-transom

• Pressurized triple-section tube design w/ ez-drain plug

• Tough shark-nosed cones w/ spray-deflecting fins

Add a Rokk Wireless Charger Complete your rig with an automated

electric anchor kit.

Looking for more information? See: Pontoon Boats Accessories | PG 71

WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED

Legend ProTech

Canvas Warranty

.090 Gauge

Pontoon Tubes

Lifetime

Tube, Deck and Transom Warranty

10-Year

WOWranty

+

Scan the QR code with your mobile phone camera

TO SEE IT UP CLOSE
or visit our website: legendboats.com
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MUST-HAVE ACCESSORIES

Kuuma Portable Marine BBQ

Sunblockr Shade Extender

CHOOSE YOUR POWER

Upgrade from a 25 ELPT 4-Stroke

SPECIFICATIONS

Overall Length 19’5” Beam 96”

Maximum Horsepower 90

Deck Length 18’0” Pontoon Length 19’0”

Pontoon Diameter 25”

Maximum Capacity 1750 lbs Weight 1650 lbs

Fuel Capacity 95 L

Maximum Persons 9

*We only print one version of our catalogue for all of Canada. Customers outside of Ontario and Quebec will have a small fee for freight. For details, visit us at legendboats.com for your local, ALL-IN, No-Fee Price including current promotions.
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19 LOUNGE
With Mercury 25 ELPT 4-Stroke

ALL-IN

PRICE

NO EXTRA FEES*

85
Per Week

40,999

Q-SERIES LE

$
*

$ *

Per Week

30 ELPT 4-Stroke +$2,199 +$5

40 ELPT CT 4-Stroke +$4,899 +$10

60 ELPT 4-Stroke CT +$7,899 +$16
Most

Popular



TAKE A CLOSER LOOK
These details are what make the Legend Difference

The swivel seat rotates 360º and

slides forwards and back.

Motor gauges, Bluetooth stereo,

and touchscreen GPS depth/fish

finder.

The two front lounging seats

allow for two to lay back and

take in the sun together.

The lounge experience wouldn't

be complete without a table to

hold your snacks.

The spacious rear lounge

couches comfortably seat up to

8 guests.

Discover an enormous amount

of storage space under every

couch.

PREFERRED EQUIPMENT PACKAGE
These features are typically optional on most comparable models, but come

standard for you to enjoy on the 19 LOUNGE.

VALUE:

SOFT TOUCH EZ CLEAN RIPTIDE VINYL FLOORING $1,699

GARMIN ECHOMAP 7” GPS W/ CANADA LAKEVÜ G3 MAPPING $1,299

REMOVABLE TINTED WINDSCREEN $699

INTERIOR COURTESY LIGHT(S) $299

12 VOLT POWER OUTLET $139

Total Value: $7,291. For a Limited Time...You Pay: $0.

CAPTAIN'S SPORT LOW BACK CHAIR $1,299

FUSION BLUETOOTH AM/FM STEREO W/ AUX INPUT AND 4 SPEAKER $999

TILT STEERING $599

DRIVER’S SEAT SLIDER $259

STANDARD FEATURES - ALWAYS INCLUDED

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

• Extra-large bimini top w/ 1 1/4” anodized aluminum

frame

• Interior courtesy light

• Removable oval table w/ integrated drink holders

• Navigational and bimini-mounted anchor lights

• 4 deck-mounted mooring cleats

• Integrated fuel tank - 95 L

• Soft touch ez-clean riptide vinyl flooring

DECKS AND STORAGE

• 11 drink holders

SEATING

• Aluminum framed furniture bases with plenty of storage

• Captain's sport low-back chair

• Comfy L-shaped couch

• Chaise lounges w/ integrated storage

• 360º surround seating w/ 4 chaise lounge couches

• Two front couches for comfy lounging

CONSOLE

• Roto dash w/ chrome-bezeled gauges

• Ez-reset circuit breakers

• Horn

• Illuminated gauges

• Rotomold console

CONSTRUCTION

• Large 25" diameter .090 gauge pontoon tubes

• Full-length protective extruded keels on tubes

• 4 deck-mounted lift and mooring cleats

• 8’ beam

• Individually treated 3/4" 7-ply marine-grade plywood

• Through-bolted floor fasteners and double-sealed seams

• 1 1/4” raised aluminum fence rails w/ 3/8” risers

• 3 gates w/ posi-lock latches

• Ez-access rear gate

• Anti-vibration foam-backed quiet fencing

• Performance-enhancing all-aluminum v-transom

• Pressurized triple-section tube design w/ ez-drain plug

• Tough shark-nosed cones w/ spray-deflecting fins

Add a Full Enclosure Add a Mooring Cover

Looking for more information? See: Pontoon Boats Accessories | PG 71

WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED

Legend ProTech

Canvas Warranty

.090 Gauge

Pontoon Tubes

Lifetime

Tube, Deck and Transom Warranty

10-Year

WOWranty

+

Scan the QR code with your mobile phone camera

TO SEE IT UP CLOSE
or visit our website: legendboats.com
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STAY SAFE WHILE YOU HAVE FUN.

Add a deluxe safety kit to get started right.

You don't ever want to need your flare kit, but you'll

boat easier knowing you have them.

CHOOSE YOUR POWER

Upgrade from a 40 ELPT CT 4-Stroke

SPECIFICATIONS

Overall Length 21’5” Beam 96”

Maximum Horsepower 115

Deck Length 20’0” Pontoon Length 21’0”

Pontoon Diameter 25”

Maximum Capacity 2035 lbs Weight 1800 lbs

Fuel Capacity 95 L

Maximum Persons 10

*We only print one version of our catalogue for all of Canada. Customers outside of Ontario and Quebec will have a small fee for freight. For details, visit us at legendboats.com for your local, ALL-IN, No-Fee Price including current promotions.
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21 LOUNGE
With Mercury 40 ELPT CT 4-Stroke

ALL-IN

PRICE

NO EXTRA FEES*

97
Per Week

46,999

Q-SERIES LE

$
*

$ *

Per Week

60 ELPT 4-Stroke CT +$2,999 +$6

90 ELPT CT 4-Stroke +$6,099 +$13
Most

Popular

115 ELPT 4-Stroke +$8,299 +$17



TAKE A CLOSER LOOK
These details are what make the Legend Difference

Premium console includes a

dashboard with motor gauges

and a touchscreen GPS

depth/fish finder.

Curved back, soft vinyl

upholstery, room to stretch your

legs.

The lounge experience wouldn’t

be complete without a table to

hold your snacks and drinks.

The swivel seat rotates 360º,

slides forwards and back,

helping you find your sweet

spot.

Full-sized couch seats up to 3

people in comfort.

Pop up the seats on any couch

to reveal huge amounts of

storage space.

PREFERRED EQUIPMENT PACKAGE
These features are typically optional on most comparable models, but come

standard for you to enjoy on the 21 LOUNGE.

VALUE:

SOFT TOUCH EZ CLEAN RIPTIDE VINYL FLOORING $1,699

GARMIN ECHOMAP 7” GPS W/ CANADA LAKEVÜ G3 MAPPING $1,299

REMOVABLE TINTED WINDSCREEN $699

INTERIOR COURTESY LIGHT(S) $299

12 VOLT POWER OUTLET $139

Total Value: $7,291. For a Limited Time...You Pay: $0.

CAPTAIN'S SPORT LOW BACK CHAIR $1,299

FUSION BLUETOOTH AM/FM STEREO W/ AUX INPUT AND 4 SPEAKER $999

TILT STEERING $599

DRIVER’S SEAT SLIDER $259

STANDARD FEATURES - ALWAYS INCLUDED

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

• Extra-large bimini top w/ 1 1/4” anodized aluminum

frame

• Interior courtesy light

• Removable oval table w/ integrated drink holders

• Navigational and bimini-mounted anchor lights

• 4 deck-mounted mooring cleats

• Integrated fuel tank - 95 L

• Soft touch ez-clean riptide vinyl flooring

SAFETY

• Gates w/ posi-lock latches

• Navigational lights

• Bimini-mounted anchor lights

DECKS AND STORAGE

• 11 drink holders

SEATING

• Captain's sport low-back chair

• 2 front rounded couches for comfy lounging

• 360º surround seating w/ 4 chaise lounge couches

• Chaise lounges w/ integrated storage

• Aluminum framed furniture bases with plenty of storage

CONSOLE

• Roto dash w/ chrome-bezeled gauges

• Ez-reset circuit breakers

• Horn

• Illuminated gauges

• Rotomold console

CONSTRUCTION

• Large 25" diameter .090 gauge pontoon tubes

• Full-length protective extruded keels on tubes

• 4 deck-mounted lift and mooring cleats

• 8’ beam

• Individually treated 3/4" 7-ply marine-grade plywood

• Through-bolted floor fasteners and double-sealed seams

• 1 1/4” raised aluminum fence rails w/ 3/8” risers

• 3 gates w/ posi-lock latches

• Ez-access rear gate

• Anti-vibration foam-backed quiet fencing

• Performance-enhancing all-aluminum v-transom

• Pressurized triple-section tube design w/ ez-drain plug

• Tough shark-nosed cones w/ spray-deflecting fins

Add Premium Legend Life Jackets Add a Pontoon Oversized Fender Kit

Looking for more information? See: Pontoon Boats Accessories | PG 71

WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED

Legend ProTech

Canvas Warranty

.090 Gauge

Pontoon Tubes

Lifetime

Tube, Deck and Transom Warranty

10-Year

WOWranty

+

Scan the QR code with your mobile phone camera

TO SEE IT UP CLOSE
or visit our website: legendboats.com
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Pontoon Boat

Accessories
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6-10 YEAR

WOWRANTY

A warranty that makes you say wow!

Sure we’ve always had the industry’s

best warranties on the structural parts

of our boats, like the welds, main

riveted seams, pontoon tubes, decks

and transoms, but what about

everything else in your boat? Well,

most companies offer a 1 year warranty

on the other stuff and some offer up to

three years. Although this is very

respectable, we figured we’d double

that. Legend’s 6 Year WOWranty

covers most other components for 6

long years, plus our Q-Series LE’s, Q-

Series and V-Series pontoon boats

offer a 10 year warranty. That gives you

a lot of worry-free, quality, memory-

makin’ time.

*For more details, visit

www.legendboats.com/wowranty

3-year Mercury

Warranty

Every Mercury 4-Stroke outboard is backed by a

3-year standard limited warranty to give you

peace of mind. Ask us about Mercury Product

Protection to extend your Mercury Factory

Warranty for up to 8 years.*

Lifetime Floor

and Deck

Warranty

A thicker floor means a stronger boat. With 7

layers of marine-grade plywood, each individually

treated, we can offer a lifetime warranty against

rotting.

Legend Glide-On

Trailer Warranty

5+1 Year

Every Legend Glide-On trailer by Shoreland’r is

backed by a 5 year frame warranty and 1-year

complete tongue to tail light warranty.*

Legend ProTech

5+1 Year Canvas

Warranty

Legend ProTech All-Synthetic Tear and Mildew-

Resistant Material is backed by a 5 Year Warranty

and guaranteed not to rot or fade for five years.

Stiching, zippers, seams and other top

components are covered for 1 year.

Lifetime Tube,

Deck, and

Transom

Warranty

Legend pontoon boats are backed by a lifetime

warranty on the pontoon tubes, deck, and

transom so you will be assured of hassle-free

boating for years to come. Plus our exciting 6

Year WOWranty now extends coverage on all

your key components.*
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Our Story
In 1968, two young friends, Vic Duhamel and Carl Dewar

decided to start a business. Over the years, they sold

products ranging from tires to RVs before realizing how

much they loved helping people onto the water and into

the boating lifestyle. There were two big issues that they

found. Buying a boat was much too difficult, and there

really wasn’t a boat designed for the Canadian

environment.

In 1986, with the goal of simplifying the ownership

experience and offering a boat designed by Canadians

and built for Canadians, Legend Boats was born. Vic and

Carl started by creating affordable and complete boat,

motor and trailer packages. They beefed up their boats

with thicker aluminum and made full stand-up tops

standard on every full windshield model. They wanted to

make sure every Legend boat could handle the rugged

Canadian climate while keeping boaters safe and

comfortable.

Seven children and fifteen grandchildren later, Legend is

proud to have the same owners and same focus on

family values as it did over nearly four decades ago

when Vic and Carl decided to dedicate their lives to

making it easier and more affordable to get on the

water. We can’t wait to welcome you to the Legend

Family so that you can start creating your memories!



FAMILY AND FISHING BOATS DECK BOATS PONTOON BOATS

EXPLORE ALL LEGEND PRODUCTS AT LEGENDBOATS.COM

Legend Boats Headquarters | 4795 Regional Rd 55, Whitefish ON, POM 3E0 | Email: info@legendboats.com
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